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1. Introduction

The combination of a ferromagnetic or fer-
rimagnetic (F) material, with an antiferro-
magnetic (AF) material, can lead to a spin 
exchange coupling, at the interface, known 
as “exchange bias” (EB). EB was first dis-
covered by Meiklejohn and Bean in 1956[1] 
in metallic Co particles with a surface 
oxidation to cobalt oxide (Co@CoO). It is 
usually characterized by an asymmetric 
hysteresis loop and an enhanced coercive 
field, HC. This feature is the origin of sev-
eral active applied researches, since it can 
be used for magnetic recording heads,[2,3] 
magnetoresistive random access memo-
ries (MRRAM),[4–6] permanent magnets,[7,8] 
and high-density granular magnetic 
recording media.[9,10] A number of excel-
lent reviews on the subject have been pub-
lished reporting EB in differently shaped 
nanomaterials: bilayer systems,[11] core–
shell nanoparticles (NPs),[1,12,13] nanomag-
nets embedded in an AF matrix,[14] and 

spin-glass phases in nanostructures.[15,16] In addition, EB has 
been observed in a variety of ferromagnetic metals and ferri-
magnetic oxides. Focusing on oxides, it was reported in double 
perovskites,[17] manganites,[18] cobaltites,[19] garnets,[20] hexafer-
rites,[21] and spinel ferrites.[22–24] For most of these systems, a 
shift and a broadening of the hysteresis loops were observed in 
magnetic field cooling operating conditions. As significant they 
are as the crystallographic coherence between the contacted F 
and AF phases, their good size proportion and their optimized 
weight ratio are achieved, making some authors calling certain 
oxide-based granular composites as “giant exchange bias” sys-
tems, like SrFe12O19@CoO[21] and CoFe2O4@Co3O4

[24] ones. All 
these previous studies underline the importance of the chem-
ical nature of the involved F and AF phases in EB onset. So, 
in this context the choise of spinel ferrites and rock-salt mono-
xides as F and AF components of core–shell hetero-nanostruc-
tures, thanks to the structural proximity, the chemical stability, 
and the tunability of the magnetic properties of these phases, 
offers the best opportunity to build robust exchange-biased sys-
tems. Besides, the synthesis process may also be crucial, since 
it can tailor the internal structure of the NPs, define their shape 
and size, and affect their interface quality. For instance, it was 
already reported that acting on the synthesis conditions of  
ferrite spinel core particles may change their local structure, 

Cobalt ferrite ferrimagnetic nanoparticles (NPs) are prepared and used in this 
work as seeds to grow a thin antiferromagnetic poly- and nanocrystalline CoO 
shell. The major purpose is to study systematically the characteristics of the 
as-produced powders, making emphasis on their internal crystallographic 
arrangement and their magnetic properties. 57Fe Mössbauer spectrometry 
evidences an evolution of the cation distribution among the spinel lattice in 
the cobalt ferrite core during the core–shell NPs processing. High-resolution 
transmission electron microscopy shows a perfect epitaxy between the face-
centered cubic lattices of the spinel core and the rock-salt shell. Finally, the 
measurements of 7T-field-cooled magnetic hysteresis loops at low tempera-
ture (5 K) of the composite particles exhibit a strong exchange bias coupling 
with an exchange field, µ0HE, of 365 mT and an enhanced coercive field, µ0HC, 
of 1395 mT. These values are very high compared to those of differently pre-
pared CoO-based oxide composite NPs and for which a giant exchange-bias 
is reported. These features are attributed to the favorable material processing 
conditions offered by the polyol process in terms of crystalline quality, particu-
larly at the interfaces, and for the pinning action exerted by the CoO phase on 
the magnetization of the CoFe2O4 phase.
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with a deviation of their crystallographic lattice from a thermo-
dynamically stable one into a deviated one.[25–27] As a result, a 
decrease or an increase of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy 
constant, Curie temperature, saturation magnetization, and 
so on may occur, which is not totally inconsequential on EB. 
Similarly, possible cation interdiffusion during core@shell NPs 
production by seed mediated growth in a solution,[26,27] with an 
improvement of the interface arrangement (epitaxy) and then 
an enhancement of EB feature was reported.

In this context, considering a promising exchange-biased 
system, namely CoFe2O4@CoO, in which both F and AF 
phases exhibit a high magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant 
and relevant magnetic ordering temperatures, TC = 850 K for 
bulk CoFe2O4 and TN = 298 K for bulk CoO, we decided to pro-
duce such NPs by means of the polyol process, with a special 
emphasis on EB and the effect of the seed mediated growth 
processing on it.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Structural Properties

For commodity, cobalt ferrite and cobalt monoxide phases are 
named CFO and CO, respectively, hereafter.

First, the chemical composition of all the produced powders 
was checked by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) spectroscopy, focusing 
on the atomic ratio between Fe and Co elements. As expected, 
it was found to be consistent with i) the production of cobalt 
ferrite in the CFO powder and ii) the formation of a composite 
made from about 58 and 42 wt% of cobalt ferrite and cobalt 
monoxide, respectively, in the CFO-CO powder (Table 1).

Second, the crystalline structure was investigated by X-ray 
diffraction (XRD). The recorded patterns were compared  
(Figure 1) and were analyzed by Rietveld refinement using the 
well-known MAUD software.[28] The fitting procedure and result 
are detailed in Figure SI-1 in the Supporting Information. All 
the diffraction peaks of the seed powder belong to the spinel 
structure with a refined cell parameter in good agreement with 
the CoFe2O4 ICDD card reference n°98-010-9044. An increase of 
only 0.09% was measured between the reference cell parameter 
value and that refined here. Additional reflections are observed 
in the composite powder, matching all of them with the CoO 
structure (ICDD card reference n°98-000-9865) (Table 2).  
The refined weight content of the CFO and CO phases 
were found to be 60 and 40 wt% for unit cell parameters of  
a = 8.410(5) and 4.266(5) Å, respectively. The former values 
are close to those determined by XRF, in the limit of experi-
mental errors, and the latter are also close to those tabulated 
for bulk CoFe2O4 and CoO, with an increase of less than 0.17% 
and 0.05%, respectively. This increase is not at all significant, 
considering the accuracy of the refined values, but it can reflect 

a weak structural evolution of the spinel phase by comparison 
to the seed powder. In this case, such an evolution may have 
drastic consequences on the magnetic properties of the F phase, 
since a deviation from the inverse spinel structure can be corre-
lated to a decrease of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy.

Indeed, there is a basic correlation between the cell para-
meter value and the anion–cation distance for a particular 
site in the spinel structure, and thus between the cell param-
eter and the cation distribution among the tetrahedral (A) and 
octahedral (B) sites of a spinel lattice. A partial transfer of Co2+ 
cations from B into A sites, and reversely, a corresponding 
transfer of Fe3+ cations from A into B sites, must lead to a small 
increase of the lattice cell parameter,[29–31] but a significant 
decrease of the spin-orbit contribution on cobalt ions. Divalent 
cobalt cations being systematically larger than ferric ones,[29] a 
double cation transfer induces a decrease and an increase of 
the RA and RB values, which measure exactly the average value 
of the anion–cation distance on the A and B sites, respectively, 
and then an increase of the unit cell value.[32] Unfortunately,  
the atomic number proximity between Co and Fe atoms does 
not allow a correct refinement of the spinel site occupation 
ratio by each of them from the collected XRD data.

To tentatively elucidate a possible deviation of the spinel 
structure, 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of the composite CFO-CO 
powder were recorded at 300 and 77 K and compared to those 
of the bare CFO one (Figure 2). Interestingly, at the two tem-
peratures, there are no notable differences between the spectra 
of the two samples. Seed and composite powders have a spec-
trum at room temperature consistent with a broadened lines 
sextet. This means that the superparamagnetic relaxation 
effects on the ferrimagnetic spinel phase are less important at 
this temperature, but not yet vanished. The lack of resolution 
of the recorded spectra does not allow better fitting than that by 
means of a discrete hyperfine field distribution leading to the 
determination of average hyperfine parameter values (Table 3). 
A mean isomer shift <δ> of 0.33 mm s−1 and a mean hyperfine 
field <Bh> of about 44 T were measured for the two samples, 
which are consistent with iron in the Fe3+ valence state mainly. 
They are also close to those usually observed on nanocrystalline 
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Table 1. Main XRF results obtained on CFO and CFO-CO particles.

Fe (at %) ±2 Co (at %) ±2 [CFO]/[CFO+CO] (wt%) ±2

CFO 67 33 100

CFO-CO 39 61 58

Figure 1. XRD pattern of CFO-CO composite powder (black line) com-
pared to that of pure CFO (red line) Both samples were synthesized by 
the polyol process.
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polyol-made cobalt ferrite particles at room temperature.[25] On 
the contrary, the Mössbauer spectra recorded at 77 K show dif-
ferent hyperfine structures with more resolved magnetic sextets 
(Figure 2). Indeed, each spectrum can be decomposed into two 
sextets composed of sharp Lorentzian lines and with isomer 
shifts δ of 0.51 ± 0.02 and 0.38 ± 0.02 mm s−1 and hyperfine 
fields of Bh 53.7 ± 0.5 and 50.8 ± 0.5 T: they correspond to Fe3+ 
ions in A and B spinel sites, respectively, and are close to the 
expected values for bulk[33] and nanocrystalline[25,32,34] cobalt 
ferrite. One does emphasize that the resolution of the present 
hyperfine structures does not require low-temperature in-field 
Mössbauer measurements which give rise to an accurate esti-
mate of the proportions of the two components.[35] Assuming 
equal recoilless fraction Lamb–Mössbauer factors (f) for A and B 
Fe sites, the A/B population ratio is found to be 0.75 for the seed 
powder, far from the expected typical value of an exact inverse 
spinel cobalt ferrite (0.50). It is found to be 0.51 for the com-
posite one. In other words, the structure of the spinel phase in 
the composite powder is closer to that of the thermodynamically 

stable cobalt ferrite than that of the spinel phase in the seed 
powder. This structural discrepancy is most probably due to 
the fact that the CO growth on CFO seeds, during composite 
powder synthesis, is performed within refluxing condition for a 
prolonged heating time (about 18 h). Such a long heating pro-
vides enough energy to the system to allow the migration of 
a certain number of Co2+ cations from the tetrahedral to the  
octahedral the sites of the spinel lattice, accompanied by a 
reverse transfer of Fe3+ ions from the octahedral to the tetrahe-
dral sites. Consequently, the composite powder has a structural 
formula close to (Fe0.98Co0.02)[Co0.98Fe1.02]O4, which remains far 
from that assumed for seed powder, (Fe0.86Co0.14)[Co0.86Fe1.14]
O4, where parentheses and square brackets correspond to the A 
and B spinel sites, respectively. This cation migration phenom-
enon, mediated by a prolonged in-time heating, was already 
reported on nickel–zinc spinel ferrite NPs produced by the 
polyol process and annealed in air at different temperatures.[27] 
In that work, the authors showed that the tetrahedral and octa-
hedral sites of the spinel structure in the as-prepared particles 
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Figure 2. Mössbauer spectra recorded at 300 and 77 K on CFO and CFO-CO powders. The scatters and the continuous black line correspond to the 
experimental data and the total calculated ones, assuming two iron contributions, a ferric (red line) and a ferrous-type (blue line), respectively.

Table 2. Main structural and microstructural characteristics of the produced powders as inferred from XRD analysis. Typically, the cell parameter a, 
the average size coherent diffraction domain size <LXRD>, and the weight content of each constituting phase are indicated. Additionally, the average 
total particle diameter <DTEM> inferred from TEM observation is given.

Sample XRD analysis TEM analysis

Spinel phase Rock-salt phase <DTEM> [nm] ±0.5

a [Å] ±0.005 <LXRD> [nm] ±1 wt [%] ±10 <ε> [%] a [Å] ±0.005 <LXRD> [nm] ±1 wt [%] ±10 <ε> [%]

CFO 8.403 10 100 0.04 – – – – 9.3

CFO-CO 8.410 11 60 0.03 4.260 5 40 0.06 12.4
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were all occupied by three types of cations, Ni2+, Zn2+, and Fe3+, 
but after annealing, the concentration of tetrahedrally Ni2+ and 
octahedrally Zn2+ coordinated cations decreased to zero like  
in the expected thermodynamically stable structure.[27]

So, these results underline the limit of XRD in the discrimi-
nation between the two spinel structures and also highlight 
the fact that the F component in the composite powder must 
exhibit a larger magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy constant 
than in the seed one.

To complete our XRD structural analysis of the produced 
powders, the refined average lattice micro-deformation para-
meter <ε> and crystal size <LXRD> of each phase were also deter-
mined by MAUD refinements, and are summarized in Table 1.  
The obtained values suggest that both spinel and rock-salt 
phases consist of almost strain-free crystals of some nano-
meters in size. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was 

finally performed and micrographs of different magnitudes 
were collected on seed and composite powders and compared 
(Figure 3a,b). The particle population of both samples appears 
uniform in size, with an average diameter <DTEM> of 9.3 and 
12.4 nm, respectively (Figure SI-2, Supporting Information). 
As a first approximation, if we consider the CFO cores as hard 
solid spheres covered by a CO dense, continuous and uniform 
coating, the latter value can be consistent with the increase of 
the initial seed core diameter by ≈3 nm, in agreement with the 
formation of a core–shell arrangement between the CFO and 
CO phases; the thickness of the latter being of about 1.5 nm 
(Figure 3c,d). High-resolution TEM observations (HRTEM) 
and fast Fourier transform (FFT) analyses showed that the seed 
powder results from well-defined, almost isotropic in shape, 
single crystals of about 9 nm in size. Their FFT pattern is 
related to a spinel structure observed along the [−110] direction, 
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Figure 3. TEM micrographs of an assembly of a) CFO core and b) CFO-CO core–shell NPs. c,d) are HRTEM images of one representative particle of 
each system. Red and green dashed lines are added as eye-guides to delimit the CFO and CO outline nanocrystals. e,f) Corresponding FFT patterns.

Table 3. Refined Mössbauer parameters from the spectra recorded at 300 and 77 K on the CFO and CFO-CO powders, using a least square fitting 
method and assuming Lorentzian line profile (the isomer shifts were referred to that of α-Fe at 300 K).

T = 300 K T = 77 K

<δ> [mm s−1] ±0.01 <2ε> [mm s−1] ±0.01 <Bh> [T] ±0.5 δ [mm s−1] ±0.01 2ε [mm s−1] ±0.01 Bh [T] ±0.5 Ratio (at %) ±2

CFO 0.33 0.03 43.5 0.51 +0.07 53.7 43

– – – 0.38 −0.01 50.8 57

CFO-CO 0.33 0.02 44.9 0.52 +0.01 53.8 34

– – – 0.40 −0.02 51.3 66
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the measured reticular distances being consistent with the 
{111} and the harmonic of the {400} planes (ICDD n°98-010-
9044), namely 4.846 and 2.098 Å, respectively. In contrast, the 
composite powder appears to be constituted by almost iso-
tropic NPs with a more complex architecture. Indeed, their 
structure differs between their inner core and their outer shell, 
suggesting a core@shell like structure. The inner core corre-
sponds to the spinel cobalt ferrite crystal with a mean size of 
about 9 nm, surrounded by less than 4 nm sized rock-salt CoO 
satellites, with epitaxial relationships. The two phases have the 
same orientation within each single aggregate, without any 
evidence of structural defects such as dislocations, stacking 
faults, or surface amorphous region. These observations con-
firmed the high crystalline quality of the produced composite 
particles and pointed out their textured polycrystalline arrange-
ment. The FFT patterns recorded on selected HRTEM images  
(Figure 3e,f) can be easily indexed by the highlighted 2.96 and 
2.12 Å distances. The former matches with the (220) spinel 
planes and the harmonic of the (220) rock-salt ones, while the 
latter fits with the spinel (400) and the rock-salt (200) planes. 
By selecting the first diffraction spot (2.96 Å), the inverse FFT 
allowed us to obtain a lattice image of a representative core–
shell particle (Figure SI-3, Supporting Information) and con-
firmed the epitaxial quality of the arrangement of the involved 
oxide phases.

To correlate TEM results to XRF and XRD measurements, 
we calculated the CO weight content from the following geo-
metrical model and we compared the obtained value to those 
inferred from the previous chemical and structural analyses. 
For that, we considered each composite particle as a solid CFO 
sphere with a diameter D equal to 9.3 nm (that of the seed par-
ticles) surrounded by a continuous and dense CO shell with a 
thickness d equal to 1.5 nm (as estimated from the statistical 
analysis of the TEM images of an assembly of composite par-
ticles). The obtained CO content as calculated by Equation (1), 
where ρCoO and ρCoFe2O4

 represent the density of bulk CoO and 
CoFe2O4, 6.44 and 5.20 g cm−3, respectively, was estimated to be 
about 54%.

d
D

d

ρ
ρ ρ

= × ×
× + ×

CoO wt% 100

6

CoO

CoFe O
CoO

2 4

 

(1)

This value is higher than those inferred from XRF (42 wt%) 
and XRD (40 wt%) analyses. This discrepancy is mainly due to 
the fact that our composite particles are not exact core–shell 
particles, but they are much more like core-satellite ones, with 
a core and satellite size of about 9–10 nm and 3–4 nm, respec-
tively. Nevertheless, a rapid calculation of the number n of CO 
satellites on a single CFO core, using XRD and XRF results in 
Equation (2), leads to an estimation of the coverage ratio, r, of 
CO on CFO surface (Equation (3)).

n
D

d

ρ
ρ

= × ×
× ×

0.40
0.60

3
CoFe O

3
CoO

2 4

 
(2)

= × 2

2r
n d

D  
(3)

With a n value of about 10 and a r slightly higher than 100% 
are obtained, meaning that the satellites remain relatively close 
to each other over the CFO surface, like an almost continuous 
layer. This feature is important for EB evidence. For these rea-
sons, we continue describing our system as a core–shell like one.

2.2. Magnetic Properties

The variation of the DC magnetic susceptibility as a function 
of temperature χ(T) and the variation of the magnetization as 
a function of magnetic field M(H) were measured on both seed 
and composite powders. In practice, the as-produced powders 
were dispersed in diamagnetic alumina (4.23 wt%) and slightly 
compacted in a plastic sampling tube, before the measure-
ments, in order to prevent NP’s movement during the experi-
ments and to reduce their mutual dipolar interactions. All the 
collected data were corrected from the diamagnetic contribu-
tion and expressed per gram of particles.

As expected, both CFO and CFO-CO powders exhibit a super-
paramagnetic behavior. Interestingly, their blocking tempera-
ture values are different. The average TB value of the former is 
lower than that of the latter. Determined as the position of the 
maximum of the ZFC-χ(T) branch, TB is about 250 K for CFO 
particles while it exceeds 350 K for their composite counter-
parts (Figure 4). These values suggest an increase of the effec-
tive magnetic anisotropy constant of the F phase in CFO-CO, 
as a consequence of i) the spinel magnetocrystalline anisotropy 
energy constant increase (the spinel local structure change) and 
ii) the exchange interaction implementation by EB coupling (the 
epitaxial growth of the rock-salt lattice around the spinel one).

In the same order of ideas, whereas the room tempera-
ture M(T) curve of CFO powder does not exhibit hysteresis 
feature, that of the CFO-CO one does it (Figure 5). For this 
sample, a weak but non-zero coercivity and remanence were 
observed: µ0HC = 38 mT and Mr = 7.8 Am2 kg−1, respectively, 
for a saturation magnetization Ms of 62.5 Am2 kg−1. EB fea-
ture is confirmed by the evidence of a net loop shift along the 
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Figure 4. Thermal variation of the ZFC–FC susceptibility of the composite 
powder, measured under an applied magnetic field of 20 mT, compared to 
that of the seed powder (inset).
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magnetic field axis in the recorded M(H) curve at 5 K, after 
cooling from room temperature under an applied magnetic 
field of 7 T. The plot is clearly shifted toward negative magnetic 
field values (Figure 5), leading to an exchange field µ0HE of 
365 mT. This shift is accompanied by a loop broadening, since 
a coercive field µ0HC of 1395 mT was measured on the FC-loop, 
by comparison to the 1190 mT in the ZFC and 947 mT in both 
the FC and ZFC loops of the seed powder (Table 4). The two 
phases in our system (CoO and CoFe2O4) have high anisotropy. 
The magnetocrystalline bulk anisotropy of the CoFe2O4 is >3 × 
107 erg cm−3,[36] but it is not well determined for the CoO phase 
and there is a wide dispersion of this value for CoO in the rele-
vant litterature. The shift observed here indicates that the effec-
tive anisotropy of the CoO phase is larger than that of CoFe2O4 
phase. In this case, the AF phase exerts a pinning action on the 
magnetization of the F phase giving rise to a sizeable loop shift.

Note that measured value of µ0HE = 365 mT on the com-
posite particles is significantly higher than the best values 
recently reported on oxide-based granular composites 
called “giant exchange-bias” systems, like NiFe2O4-CoO,[37] 
SrFe12O19@CoO,[21] CoFe2O4@Co3O4,

[24] and others[38–44] sum-
marized in Table SI-1 in the Supporting Information. These 
results are very promising and make our engineered CFO-CO 
composites particularly valuable as starting powder for the pro-
duction of exchange-biased oxide-based consolidates.

Another indication of EB onset in the CFO-CO particles can 
be found in the increase of their Mr/Ms ratio, as inferred from 

their 5 K-FC-M(H) data, by comparison to that of bare CFO par-
ticle. A value of 0.7 is measured versus 0.5, consisting of the 
switching from cubic to uniaxial anisotropy, as usually reported 
for exchange-biased systems.[11] The last important and con-
verging result concerns the saturation magnetization of the 
CFO-CO composite powder. Designating the saturation mag-
netization of CO shell in the CFO-CO core–shell particles, that 
of CFO core and their related CFO-CO composite counterparts 
as Msat(shell), Msat(core), and Msat(core-shell), respectively, the 
cobalt ferrite weight content, x, in the composite particles can 
be deduced from the following equation:

x M x M M( ) ( )( ) ( )+ − = −. shell 1 . core core shellsat sat sat  (4)

In the present case, Msat(shell) is assumed to be equal to 
0 Am2 kg−1, Msat(core) is taken as equal to that of seed parti-
cles, namely 86.9 Am2 kg−1, and Msat(core–shell) is equal to 
55.5 Am2 kg−1. A cobalt ferrite weight content of 60 wt% was 
thus estimated, in good agreement with that determined by 
XRF, XRD, and TEM analyses.

3. Conclusions

CoFe2O4-CoO composite nanopowders were successfully 
produced by seed mediated growth in polyol. A giant EB 
(µ0HE = 365 mT), at 5 K with a magnetic field cooling of 7T 
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Figure 5. Variation of the magnetization as a function of the magnetic field, recorded on CFO seed and CFO-CO composite powders at 300 K (left) 
and 5 K (right). On the left side, the inset depicts a zoom of the CFO-CO powder 300 K-M(H) plot, while in the right side it depicts the CFO powder 
5 K-M(H) plot.

Table 4. Main magnetic characteristics of the produced composite and seed powders deduced from their hysteresis loops recorded at 5 K in the FC 
(cooling field of +7T) and ZFC modes.

ZFC FC

Ms(5 K,0T)  

[Am2 kg−1] ± 0.5

Mr(5 K,0T)  

[Am2 kg−1] ± 0.5
µ0HC(5 K,0T)  

[mT] ± 2

MS(5 K,7T)  

[Am2 kg−1] ± 0.5

Mr(5 K,7T)  

[Am2 kg−1] ± 0.5
µ0HC(5 K,7T)  

[mT] ± 2

µ0HE (5 K,7T)  

[mT] ± 2

CFO 86.9 48.0 946 86.9 48.0 947 0

CFO-CO 55.3 30.0 1190 55.7 39.1 1395 365
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field, accompanied by an amelioration of the µ0HC, was meas-
ured for this system. The produced composites consist of quite 
isotropic CoFe2O4 single crystals surrounded by rock-salt CoO 
satellites, forming an almost continuous coating, within a 
perfect epitaxial lattice relationship. A net evolution of the fer-
rite structure from a stoichiometric and mixed spinel cation 
arrangement, to a still stoichiometric, but an exact inverse 
spinel cation distribution, was observed during the particle 
preparation. Due to EB onset, magnetic properties of the con-
trasted core–shell particles were heightened, and the blocking 
temperature of the ferrite phase becomes higher than 350 K 
under an applied magnetic field of 20 mT in the composite par-
ticles, while it does not exceed 250 K in pristine cobalt ferrite 
ones, bearing the technological limits of superparamagnetism.

4. Experimental Section
Chemicals: Tetrahydrated cobalt (II) and anhydrous iron (II) acetate 

salts were purchased from SIGMA-ALDRICH and MERCK, respectively. 
Diethylene glycol (DEG) and triethylene glycol (TEG) were purchased 
from ACROS. All were used without any further purification.

Composite Particle Preparation: CFO particles were produced by 
the well-known polyol method and were synthesized by dissolving 
12.5 mmol cobalt (II) acetate salt and 25.0 mmol iron (II) acetate salt 
into 125 mL of TEG and heating under reflux and mechanical stirring 
for 3 h. The suspension was allowed to cool down with continued 
stirring and the obtained solids were recuperated by centrifugation and 
washed with ethanol. They were then dried overnight at 50 °C. Then, 
for synthesizing the core–shell NPs, a mass of the as-produced CFO  
(1.32 g) was dispersed in a fresh solution of tetrahydrated cobalt (II) 
acetate salt (3.12 g) in DEG (250 mL), and used to serve as seeds around 
which the CO shell may grow. The mass of CFO seeds and cobalt acetate 
precursors were chosen assuming a final CFO and CO weight content 
of 60 and 40 wt%, respectively. The mixture was heated up to ebullition 
(200 °C) and maintained under reflux and mechanical stirring for 18 h, 
leading to the production of the desired CFO-CO core–shell particles. 
The recuperation of the composite particles was identical to the previous 
one: centrifugation, washing, and finally drying at 50 °C overnight.

Particle Characterization: The chemical composition of the produced 
powders was obtained using a MINIPAL4 XRF spectrometer equipped 
with a rhodium X-ray tube operating at 30 kV and 87 µA. Their 
crystalline structure was checked by XRD using a Panalytical X’pert 
Pro diffractometer, working in the Bragg–Brentano reflection geometry 
and equipped with a multichannel X’celerator detector and a cobalt 
X-ray tube operating at 40 kV and 40 mA radiation. To determine more 
precisely the structure of the spinel phase in the prepared samples, 
57Fe Mössbauer spectrometry was carried out at 300 and 77 K in a 
transmission geometry using a 57Co/Rh γ-ray source mounted on a 
conventional constant acceleration vibrating electromagnetic transducer. 
The powdered samples consist of 5 mg Fe cm−2 while the isomer shift 
values are quoted to that of α-Fe standard at 300 K.

Detailed microstructural analysis was performed on suspensions of 
CFO and CFO-CO powders, sonicated for few minutes in ethanol before 
deposition of a few drops on copper-coated carbon grids. TEM and 
HRTEM experiments were performed on a JEOL JEM 2100 Plus and a 
JEOL JEM 2010 UHR microscopes, both operating at 200 kV. The images 
were collected with a 4008 × 2672 pixel CCD camera (Gatan Orius 
SC1000).

The magnetic properties of the as-produced NPs were determined 
using a Quantum Design MPMS-5S SQUID magnetometer. To do so, 
the thermal variation of the magnetic susceptibility of each sample was 
measured between 5 and 330 K within both FC and ZFC conditions 
for an applied DC magnetic field of 200 Oe. Then the ZFC isothermal 
variation of their magnetization as a function of the magnetic field was 
measured between +70 and −70 kOe at 5 and 300 K, dispersing first 

the NPs in a diamagnetic alumina (Kaiser, 99.9%) matrix (4.8 wt%) to 
limit the effect of dipolar interactions on their whole magnetic behavior. 
At the end, the temperature dependence of the high field (70 kOe) 
spontaneous magnetization was measured at different temperatures. 
All the data were expressed per gram of powder and corrected from the 
diamagnetic contribution of alumina and the sampling plastic tube.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library and 
from the author.
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